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Description of Data

The Office of Public Housing has attached files detailing currently available information on Energy Performance Contracting in Public Housing. Public Housing’s information is current through the end of Fiscal Year 2011 (September 30, 2011). This information covers Energy Performance Contracts (EPCs) that HUD records show completed construction as of 9/30/2011.

The EPC database contains information from HUD records describing a variety of details. Information on EPCs is generally taken from HUD approval documents, and does not necessarily reflect actual built improvements. Data entry errors and lack of available documentation hinder the comprehensiveness of the information. HUD records from older contracts in particular may contain errors and may be unverifiable.

Public Housing generally updates this database once every year, and plans to update this posting the next time the database is updated.

HUD does not make any warranties as to the accuracy of the information.

Other Questions

The Office of Public Housing intends for this information to serve as a useful resource to the public on the activities and extent of the EPC program. As the source for this information is HUD records that often source from information provided at the EPC review and approval stage, the information contained above may be out of date or no longer accurate. HUD does not maintain or have access to copies of executed Public Housing Authority Energy Performance Contracts.

Questions about the data presented here can be directed to the Office of Public Housing to the attention of Neil Paradise, Housing Program Specialist (Neil.B.Paradise@hud.gov, 202-402-4089) or the OFO Energy Center at OFOEnergyCenter@hud.gov.